In collaboration with

The Tuesday Flowers
Block 11
10’’ x 10’’ sewing margins non included

General points:
The given measures for the cutting of the squares E and the triangles F include the
¼’’ sewing margin, rounded up to ½’’ for both.
For traditional piecing together enthusiasts and for the pieces A, D and D’ (turn round
template D), add some sewing margins all around.
The appliqués are made traditionally. Add your favorite sewing margin around the
templates.
The measures on the plan do not include the sewing margins.
The cutting:
 With a fabric for the background:
4 pieces A
1 square of 3 5/8’’ side, cut down the diagonals to obtain 4 triangles F
 With a selection of fabrics:
20 leaves C
 With a fabric for the stems:
4 bias of ½’’x 4 ¾’’ (measures of the bias non folded) which will give 4 stems B
 With 4 fabrics for the star:
With the first fabric: 4 pieces D
With the second fabric: 4 pieces D’
With the third fabric: 4 squares E of 2 3/16’’ side
With the fourth fabric: 1 central square E of 2 3/16’’ side, potentially with a selective
cutting.
BOHIN temporary glue pen ref 65504
CLOVER mini ion 8003EU
CLOVER appliqué needles n° 10 réf : 4971
AURIFIL sewing threads that match with the fabrics
Freezer paper
Production:
Pattern 1: On the front of a piece A, report the big lines of the pattern to applique.
Make and applique a stem B with the bias of ½’’x 4 ¾’’. Let the base stick out so that
it gets stitched later on. Applique 5 leaves C on both sides of the stem.
On the small side of the piece A, add a square E (third fabric).
Add a piece D and D’ on 2 opposite sides of the square E.
Now make 4 identical units.

Pattern 2: Put together 2 of these units. Add the central square E at the top (selective
cutting). On the opposite side, add a triangle F. With the help of the pattern, add the
last 2 units.
Complete by adding the last triangles F.

Pattern 3: Here is block 11, it’s your turn to play!

